JAPAN SHOPPING COUPON

Find your coupon from “Japan Shopping Now”

Japan Shopping Now
JAPAN SHOPPING FESTIVAL

Twice every year

Winter Dec. 1 ➔ Feb. 28
Summer Jul. 1 ➔ Aug. 31

Enjoy varieties of shopping!
Many sales
Get discounts!
Win prizes!
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jpanshopping.org

Latest information ➤ Facebook Japan Shopping Festival

JCB Japan Shopping Festival Official Sponsor

APP Japan Shopping Navi

1. Search
   Search for essential shopping information on Japan’s department stores, tax-free shops, wi-fi spots, and more.

2. Items
   View pictures of popular products from nearby stores. Updated by the store staff in real-time.

3. Scan
   Scan product barcodes to immediately receive information on that product in your native language.

4. Coupons
   Plenty of coupons and tickets to use in-store! Don’t miss these special deals.

JSTO supports International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development.